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The public key problem

How to obtain the correct public key of a user?

How to check its authenticity?

General answer: PKI

Find: Directory Servers, direct communication, directory
services (LDAP, AD), ....

Check: See last lectures.

Cumbersome and error prone

Wouldn’t it be nice if we could derive a users public key from
its identity?
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Identity-based cryptography

Adi Shamir. Identity-Based Cryptosystems and Signature Schemes.
Crypto’84.

Public key crypto system where public key can be derived
from identity

Identity can theoretically be anything: X.500 distinguished
name, email address, IP, URL, ...

Encrypt / Verify: Derives PK from targets identity

Decrypt / Sign: Use secret key.

But how?
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Public key cryptography

Take public key encryption

(pk, sk)←− kg(1n): Keygen takes security parameter (and
implicitly randomness), outputs key pair (pk, sk).

c ←− enc(pk,m): Encryption takes pk and message m, outputs
ciphertext c .

m←− dec(sk, c): Decryption takes sk and c , outputs m.
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Identity-based encryption from PKE?

sk←− kg(1n, id): Keygen takes identity, outputs secret key sk.

c ←− enc(id,m): Encryption takes id and message m, outputs
ciphertext c .

m←− dec(sk, c): Decryption takes sk and c , outputs m.

It’s not that easy...
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How to do key generation?

sk←− kg(1n, id): Keygen takes identity, outputs secret key sk.

What happens if user could run this keygen?
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How to do key generation?

sk←− kg(1n, id): Keygen takes identity, maybe other information,
outputs secret key sk.

What happens if user could run this keygen?

Could generate secret key for ANY id!

⇒ need TTP....
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Keygen concept a la Shamir

Key generation center (TTP)

generates Master Secret Key (MSK) and Public Parmeters
(PP)

PP known to all users, MSK kept secret

generates sk’s for users on smartcards using MSK and user ID
id

sends out smartcards to users

new user keys can be generated without changing old ones

Envisioned application area: Corporate networks.
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Definition: Identity-based encryption (IBE)

(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k) Master key generation takes security
parameter, outputs master secret key MSK and
public parameters PP (implicit input to all
algorithms).

skid ←− kg(MSK, id): Keygen takes identity, master secret key,
outputs user secret key skid.

c ←− enc(id,m): Encryption takes id, and message m, outputs
ciphertext c .

m←− dec(skid, c): Decryption takes skid and c , outputs
decryption m of c under id (or ⊥).

Correctness: (∀m, id) :

Pr[m 6=dec(skid, enc(id,m))|(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k);

skid ←− kg(MSK, id)] = negl(n).
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Definition: Identity-based signatures (IBS)

(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k) Master key generation takes security
parameter, outputs master secret key MSK and
public parameters PP.

skid ←− kg(MSK, id): Keygen takes identity, and master secret
key, outputs user secret key skid.

σ ←− sign(skid,m): Sign takes skid and message m, outputs
signature σ of m under skid.

{0, 1} ←− vf(id,m, σ): Verify takes id, m, and σ, outputs 1 if σ is
a valid signature for m under id.

Correctness: (∀m, id) :

Pr[1 6=vf(id,m, sign(skid,m))|(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k);

skid ←− kg(MSK, id)] = negl(n).
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A trivial solution: Certificate-based IBS

Given signature scheme Dss = (kgS , signS , vfS).

(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k) Return (MSK,PP)←− kgS(1k).

skid ←− kg(MSK, id): Compute (sk, pk)←− kgS(1k);
cert = sign(MSK, id‖pk); return skid = (sk, pk, cert).

σ ←− sign(skid,m): Compute s ←− sign(sk,m); return
σ = (s, pk, cert).

{0, 1} ←− vf(id,m, σ): b1 = vf(PP, cert, id‖pk); b2 = vf(pk, s,m);
return b1 ∧ b2.

Correctness?

Security? (See board picture)

Drawback: Signatures more than twice a normal signature
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How to build IBS

Need key generation such that

it allows to generate sk from pk for “most” pk given some
trapdoor information td.

it is infeasable to compute td given (sk, pk).

RSA?

If n = f (id) for pseudorandom f no one can factor N.

If n ∈ PP and (p, q) = td ∈ MSK, knowledge of (e, d) allows
to compute p, q.
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Shamir’s IBS

Uses hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗N ,H2 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
2`(k)

(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k) (N, e, d)←− GenRSA(1k);
MSK←− (N, e, d); PP←− (N, e); return
(MSK,PP).

skid ←− kg(MSK, id): x ←− H1(id)d mod N; return
skid = (N, e, x).

σ ←− sign(skid,m): t
$←− Z∗N ; T ←− te mod N;

c ←− H2(T‖m); s ←− xtc mod N; return
σ = (T , s).

{0, 1} ←− vf(id,m, σ): if se ≡ H1(id)TH2(T‖m) mod N return 1,
else 0.
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Evaluation

Correctness

se ≡ H1(id)TH2(T‖m) mod N

se ≡ xeteH2(T‖m) mod N

se ≡ xetec mod N

s ≡ xtc mod N

Security reduction if e > 2`(k) and ` super-logarithmic
function.

Proof uses generic transform from convertible identification
schemes similar to Fiat-Shamir.
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Identity-based encryption (IBE)

A lot harder than IBS.

Open problem until 2001 (Shamir’s paper was from 1984)

Generally, IBC is easier when first move done by sk user
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Definition: Identity-based encryption (IBE)

(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k): Master key generation takes security
parameter, outputs master secret key MSK and
public parameters PP (implicit input to all
algorithms).

skid ←− kg(MSK, id): Keygen takes identity, master secret key,
outputs user secret key skid.

c ←− enc(id,m): Encryption takes id, and message m, outputs
ciphertext c .

m←− dec(skid, c): Decryption takes skid and c , outputs
decryption m of c under id (or ⊥).

Correctness: (∀m, id) :

Pr[m 6=dec(skid, enc(id,m))|(MSK,PP)←− mkg(1k);

skid ←− kg(MSK, id)] = negl(n).
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IBE security (CCA game)

Setup phase: Challenger C runs mkg, keeps MSK and hands PP to
adversary A

Learning phase 1: A can issue two kinds of queries

key-extraction(id): C replies with skid.
decryption(c,id): C replies with
m←− dec(c , skid).

Challenge phase: A chooses id∗,m0,m1 with |m0| = |m1| such
that A did not do a key-extraction query for id∗ and
sends them to C. C flips a coin to determine bit b
and replies with c∗ = enc(id∗,mb).

Learning phase 2: As learning phase above but A must neither ask
a key-extraction query for id∗ nor a decryption query
for (id∗, c).

Guess: A outputs a bit b∗.
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IBE security II

A scheme is ind-id-cca secure if the advantage

Advind−id−cca(A) = |Pr[(b = b∗)]− 1/2]|

of any PPT A in the above game is negligible.

A scheme is ind-id-cpa secure if the advantage

Advind−id−cpa(A) = |Pr[(b = b∗)]− 1/2]|

of any PPT A in the above game without access to the
decryption oracle is negligible.
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Bilinear Maps

Let G, GT be cyclic groups of prime order p, a bilinear map ê is a
non-degenerate map

ê : G×G→ GT ,

such that for all P,Q ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp we have

ê(aP, bQ) = ê(P,Q)ab.

DLP should be hard in G and GT

Can be realized via Weil or modified Tate pairing on elliptic
curves.
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Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDH)

Given P
$←− G∗ and aP, bP, cP for a, b, c ∈ Zp, compute

ê(P,P)abc .
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Boneh-Franklin IBE

Uses hash functions H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗,H2 : GT → {0, 1}n,
message space {0, 1}n.

mkg: For generator P of G, pick s
$←− Z∗p, set Ppub = sP.

Return MSK = s, PP = (P,Ppub).

kg: Compute Qid = H1(id). Return skid = sQid.

enc: Compute Qid = H1(id), choose random r
$←− Z∗p,

and return

c = (rP,m ⊕H2(ê(Qid,Ppub)r )).

dec: Let c = (U,V ). Compute

m = V ⊕H2(ê(skid,U)).
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Correctness of BF-IBE

dec: Let c = (U,V ) = (rP,m ⊕H2(ê(Qid,Ppub)r )). Compute

V ⊕H2(ê(skid,U))

=V ⊕H2(ê(sQid, rP))

=V ⊕H2(ê(Qid,P)sr )

=m ⊕H2(ê(Qid,Ppub)r )⊕H2(ê(Qid,P)sr )

=m ⊕H2(ê(Qid, sP)r )⊕H2(ê(Qid,P)sr )

=m ⊕H2(ê(Qid,P)sr )⊕H2(ê(Qid,P)sr )

=m
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Security of BF-IBE

Security reduction from BDH problem in ROM

Basic reduction only for ind-id-cpa

To get ind-id-cca apply standard transform
(Fujisaki-Okamoto)

For proof define public key encryption scheme BF-PKE as
intermediate step.

Proof works in two steps:
1 Given A1 against BF-IBE, construct A2 against BF-PKE
2 Given A2 against BF-PKE, construct B against BDH
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IBE security (CPA game)

Setup phase: Challenger C runs mkg, keeps MSK and hands PP to
adversary A

Learning phase 1: A can issue queries key-extraction queries for
id’s, C replies with skid.

Challenge phase: A chooses id∗,m0,m1 with |m0| = |m1| such
that A did not do a key-extraction query for id∗ and
sends them to C. C flips a coin to determine bit b
and replies with c∗ = enc(id∗,mb).

Learning phase 2: As learning phase above but A must not ask a
key-extraction query for id∗.

Guess: A outputs a bit b∗.
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PKE security (CPA game)

Setup phase: Challenger C runs kg, keeps sk and hands pk to
adversary A

Challenge phase: A chooses m0,m1 with |m0| = |m1| and sends
them to C. C flips a coin to determine bit b and
replies with c∗ = enc(pk,mb).

Guess: A outputs a bit b∗.
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Security of BF-IBE, cont’d

Proof works in two steps:
1 Given A1 against BF-IBE, construct A2 against BF-PKE
2 Given A2 against BF-PKE, construct B against BDH

Step 1 deals with key-extraction queries.

Step 2 deals with challenge.
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The Boneh-Franklin PKE

Uses hash function H2 : GT → {0, 1}n, message space {0, 1}n.

kg: For generator P of G, pick s
$←− Z∗p, set Ppub = sP.

Choose random Qid
$←− G∗.

Return skid = sQid, pk = (P,Ppub,Qid).

enc: Choose random r
$←− Z∗p, and return

c = (rP,m ⊕H2(ê(Qid,Ppub)r )).

dec: Let c = (U,V ). Compute

m = V ⊕H2(ê(skid,U)).

It’s just BF-IBE with a fixed identity!
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Constructing A2 from A1 – Hi queries

Let A1 be an ind-id-cpa adversary against BF-IBE, we construct an
ind-cpa adversary A2 against BF-PKE.
H1-queries: A2 keeps list Hlist

1 with tuples (idi ,Qi , bi , ci ). When
queried for idj :

If there is an entry for idj in Hlist
1 , return Qj .

Otherwise:

Generate random c
$←− {0, 1} with Pr[c = 0] = δ .

Pick random b
$←− Z∗

p and set Qj = bP if c = 0, Qj = bQid if
c = 1.
Add (idj ,Qj , bj , cj) to Hlist

1 ; return Qj .

Partitions id-space.

For c = 0 entries, A2 can extract valid keys.

For c = 1 entries, A2 can generate valid challenge ciphertexts.

H2-queries: A2 forwards to B.
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Constructing A2 from A1 – game I

Learning phases: Asked for skidj ,

A2 runs H1 algorithm, let (idj ,Qj , bj , cj) be the answer.

If cj = 1, A2 aborts.

If cj = 0, Qj = bjP.

Return skidj = bjPpub.

Note: skidj = bjPpub = bjsP = sQj .
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Constructing A2 from A1 – game II

Challenge phase: Given (id∗,m0,m1),

A2 forwards to B and receives c∗ = (U,V ).

A2 runs H1 algorithm, let (idj ,Qj , bj , cj) be the answer.

If cj = 0, A2 aborts.

If cj = 1, Qj = bjQid.

A2 sets c ′ = (U ′,V ), where U ′ = b−1j U.

Note: Let U = rP and mi ⊕H2(ê(Qid,Ppub)r )) for r
$←− Zp,

then U ′ = b−1j U = b−1j rP = r ′P for r ′ = b−1j r and

ê(Qid,Ppub)r = ê(b−1j Qj ,Ppub)r = ê(Qj ,Ppub)rb
−1
j =

ê(Qj ,Ppub)r
′
. Hence (U ′,V ) is a valid ciphertext for idj using

randomness r ′.
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Constructing A2 from A1 – game III

Guess: A2 forwards A1’s guess.
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Constructing B from A2 – Setup

B is given a BDH challenge: (P, aP, bP, cP) and asked to return
ê(P,P)abc . Key generation: B computes public key
pk = (P,Ppub,Qid) as

Ppub = aP,

Qid = bP.

Secret key sk = abP is unknown to B.
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Constructing B from A2 – H2 queries

H2-queries: B keeps list Hlist
2 with pairs (Xi ,Hi ). When queried

for Xj :

If there is an entry for Xj in Hlist
2 , return Hj .

Otherwise return random Hj
$←− {0, 1}n, and add (Xj ,Hj) to

Hlist
2 .
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Constructing B from A2 – game

Challenge phase: Given (m0,m1),

B picks random R
$←− {0, 1}n returns c∗ = (cP,R).

Note: The decryption of c∗ is
R ⊕H2(ê(sk, cP)) = R ⊕H2(ê(P,P)abc).

Solve: Return random Xi from Hlist
2
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Analysis

Let Adv(A1) = ε1,Adv(A2) = ε2. Step 1:

Depends on partition. Choosing δ appropriately, one can
achieve Adv(A2) ≥ ε1/(e(1 + q)).

Step 2:

One can show that A2 has to ask H2(ê(P,P)abc) with
probability ≥ 2ε2.

When A2 makes at most qH2 queries to H2,
Adv(B) ≥ 2ε2/qH2 .

Together:

Advind−id−cpa(A1) ≤ 1

2
e(1 + q)qH2AdvBDH(B)
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Drawbacks

Key escrow (similar for PKI)

Revocation!!!

Possible solutions:

Distributed key generation centers.

Time-limited identities.
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